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State field should change to a drop-down list with all states in caps.
zip code should only show/allow numerical field, needs validation
In “planner profile” the link to “Manage my planner profile” does not need the New
Password fields. We should place the password reset option somewhere else.
Upload images button needs to work when vendors are creating a profile and/or listing a
service.
The link to edit a saved event is a “-”, please change back to a pencil or button that says
“Edit Event”
When using social login, users should be directed to the dashboard page rather than
assuming they are a vendor. A login should always take you to the dashboard, for
planners or vendors
New/future requests for Vendors should be under Requests for Services while past
requests should be under Expired/Completed Requests.
Notes between planners and vendors should be under My Events for planners rather
than under the Edit Request button. Include notes in dashboard description of event
Need to be able to click on vendor images or entire box as well (see Weedmaps.com
website), not just the details button
Move the “Event Estimate” and “Save Event” boxes on the planner’s Event page to right
below the Your Selected Services section.  This should be the same if the planner edits
the event to add or delete services.
Can we setup autosave for event fields rather than hitting the save button?
The decimal needs to be added on the planner’s Event Dashboard page when looking at
vendors that appear under Your Matches.  They currently look like $10000 rather than
$100.00
Vendor profile doesn’t need the credit card info but might need routing and bank account
numbers for transfers/payments
Google calendar info can be removed (to be replaced by new availability calendar) from
vendors’ List a Service page.  The new calendar should appear here.  This calendar
should have dates blocked once a vendor accepts a planners request.  It should become
available again if a planner or vendor cancels.
Planners and vendors should get email notifications if there are any changes (i.e. new
requests for services, new notes, cancellations, payments made, etc.) All actions should
trigger email notifications between vendors & planners
Is there a way to do quantity for just the extras along with separate quantity fields?
Planners may want so many of one extra and a different quantity for another.  For
example, with the taco truck, there’s no way for a planner to select 3 sides of chips and
salsa as well as 2 sides of beans and guacamole.  In addition, the quantity effects the
base price and extras.
If you have a letter or word typed in the Search area then switch categories, Search area
should become blank. Otherwise, some (or all vendors) may be eliminated
unnecessarily.
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On home page background image is too large for mobile, check in bootstrap settings or
resize image
Instead of “Needs Request” how about “Confirm with Vendor?”
Instead of “create request” how about “Congrats, you’ve done it.  Now wait to hear back.
At that point, you’ll be asked for your credit card information.”
When I edit a saved event, the event date is missing. the event date needs to remain
there.
When planners go to Create a Request, there should be no end date or end time unless
they give one when the event is originally created.
“Add note” text (to send to vendors) needs a box for mobile users.
Dashboard spelled wrong for mobile users, 2 users noticed
Let’s try the site without any browser restrictions and test the functionality on older
browsers
On an Iphone, “Send this vendor a message” should appear on top of previous notes to
vendors rather than below so users don’t have to look too hard for it.
Add a tagline under eventpeace.com (i.e. Event planning simplified) so people know
what site does
Building an event should be like a “shopping cart” on Amazon where it saves the
temporary event details rather than lose details if users click on another part of the site
without saving first.

New Features:
● After building an event, I clicked on “Planner FAQ” at bottom.  After reading, I tried to go
back, and all of my selected services were gone. There should be a temp database field
that saves the temporary event details for the browser session or cookie?
● Refresh button clears out any/all event details.  Planner setting up a temp event without
creating an account, no temp version saved and work was lost. Should be saved in the
browser session, user only refreshed page.
On creating a new event a new temporary event ID should be created and saved to
temporary table record, which gets removed if the session ends and isn’t saved.4
● Clicking the back button clears the event details, should have a clear X or close option
so you don’t click back and flush event details.
● Ability to copy saved event as new event or duplicate, at bottom of event
● When you get a reply from a vendor, it is not clear to find it under “edit request.”  There
should be a message or star on your event dashboard letting you know you have a
message.  Or a message icon in the corner?
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It is cumbersome to create a request for each service after you select them. There
should be a link after you have saved an event to request service for all vendors with 1
click.
I can’t delete a selected service- there should be a delete button even before saving if
planners are playing around with services while building their event.

For Vendors, vendor profile page should display vendor uploaded image but the link is
broken
If a vendor is logged in, and performs a search, they should have a link to edit their
service details directly from the search listing.
I would like to pick a venue, catering, and entertainment all together and add to event in
one shot?  It is cumbersome to have to deal with vendors separately if the idea is to
make it easy. Another request for a 1 click service request to all vendors in event
Is there a way for vendors to have variable pricing?  Many vendors do charge more on a
Saturday vs. a weekday.  If not, we’ll have to add to our vendor tip guide or help section
that they may want to do a price range and modify price as necessary. It would be
helpful if the vendor can setup different pricing for weekend rates if that applies to their
service.
We need a dashboard/page for admin user to setup/manage email templates for all
actions, we should be able to create and schedule new emails based on event dates.
This would include: How about an email to planners that tells them they still need to
request services of vendors?  Something like, “Almost done.  Now let’s talk with your
vendors…”  Similar to Amazon- when I look at an item (don’t even have to add to cart),
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I’ll get emails periodically about those items. How about an email about nine months
later for annual events?  Something like- “Remember that great party you had?  It’s
almost that time again and we have some new vendors for you to check out!  Come take
a look…”
Add pics on all pages that are event oriented- make more inviting
Add profiles on front page to get an idea of what this site’s about (see Weedmaps)
Right away, you want to know if the date is available, what the price is to rent the venue
and/or the food and beverage minimum, how many people it can hold (depending on
setup), and if there are any discounts or coupons associated with booking that venue,
talent, or service by booking through your site.
Add a Ratings/review text field and 1-5 star selector for planners to use in regards to
which vendors they have used on an event.
Blog portion of website to feature past events. Need a blog page created

